The matching of GPS received locations to roads is challenging. Traditional matching method is based on the position of the GPS receiver, the vehicle position and vehicle behavior near the receiving time. However, for probe vehicle trajectories, the sampling interval is too sparse and there is a poor correlation between adjacent sampling points, so it cannot partition the GPS noise through the historical positions. For the data mining of probe vehicle tracks based on spatial semantics, the matching is learned from the traditional electronic navigation map matching, and it is proposed that the probe vehicle track matching algorithm is based on spatial semantic features. Experimental results show that the proposed global-path matching method gets a good matching results, and restores the true path through the probe vehicle track.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of urbanization and society, vehicles have played a significant role in human life, and yet caused various problems to environment and economy. As a new-generation advanced navigation data acquisition mode, probe vehicle technology provides more possibilities to solve the above series of problems. Probe vehicle, called GPS probe car, is used in Intelligent Transport System (ITS) to obtain the urban road traffic state as the effective way in recent years (Geng, 2013) .
Probe vehicle is an advanced road traffic information collection technology in ITS field in the current internation (Hao, 2012) . The data range of probe vehicle technology can be distributed in all areas and collect data for 24 hours. Using wireless real-time transmission, centralized processing can greatly improve the efficiency of information acquisition. At the same time, the use of existing resources of GPS and communication network make the acquisition equipment maintenance and installation costs lower (Zhu, 2009) . Therefore, the probe vehicle technology is more economical and efficient method. Since point-by-point, nearest road matching often fails, researchers have developed methods that match several points at once. Kim and Kim (Krumm, 2008) look at a way to measure how much each GPS point belongs to any given road, taking into account its distance from the road, the shape of the road segment, and the continuity of the path. The measure is used in a fuzzy matching scheme with learned parameters to optimize performance. Brakatsoulas et al. (Brakatsoulas, et al., 2005) uses variations of the Fréchet distance to match the curve of the GPS trace to candidate paths in the road network. They tested their algorithms on 45 routes in Athens, Greece. Alt et al. (Alt, et al. 2003) give a generalization of the Fréchet for matching curves. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) solve this problem by explicitly modeling the connectivity of the roads and considering many different path hypotheses simultaneously.
To take advantage of probe vehicle technology in spatial data mining, it needs accurately reconstruct the real path that probe vehicle track through, and achieve the spatial registration of floating vehicle trajectory data and the real road network data. The probe vehicle trajectories data has some data characteristics such as large sample interval and position noise, which makes electronic map matching of the traditional method not suitable for the path matching of probe vehicle trajectories. Therefore, it is difficult to conduct the spatial data mining in probe vehicle trajectories. We will compare and contrast this work with ours subsequently after we explain the details of our algorithm.
PROBLEMS IN TRADITIONAL PATH MATCHING ALGORITHM
The traditional method of navigation map matching mainly calculate of current vehicle locations by GPS location information received, and then realize the matching of the vehicle in the road net using the point line distance or curve distance. Due to the existence of GPS noise error, the matching result is often modified through history track and vehicle motion information, in order to eliminate the influence of GPS noise in a certain degree (Geng, 2013; Su, 2001; Tang, 2008) . Because the GPS sampling point interval is only 1s, the traditional navigation map matching algorithm is easier to obtain accurate trajectory curve as matching samples，and can realize line to line map matching based on the track curve. However, the probe vehicle trajectories usually upload a GPS data in the tens of seconds to a minute due to large sampling intervals. At the speed of 40 km/hour of probe vehicle, GPS frequency per minute has around a difference of more than 600 meters, where there may be multiple paths within this distance. Poor correlation between two points before and after determines that probe vehicle system cannot use the line to line map matching method. The raw input data consists of vehicle locations measured by GPS like most other map matching work in the paper. Each measured point consists of a time-stamped latitude/longitude pair. The roads are also represented in the ISPRS Annals of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume II-4/W2, 2015 International Workshop on Spatiotemporal Computing, 13-15 July 2015, Fairfax, Virginia, USA conventional way. If it is still used the traditional matching method of navigation map, it may lead to the wrong path, and even the whole trajectory which match up with a passable path(as shown in Figure 1 ). Obviously, the traditional navigation map matching algorithm cannot be directly applied to the probe vehicle system (Wang, 2012) .( Black is the map of the road network, the green line for probe vehicle trajectories, red for trajectory matching results).
Figure 1 Probe vehicle and its true path and road network

GLOBAL MATCHING MODEL BASED ON SPATIAL SEMANTIC FEATURE
Matching problem model of traditional navigation map make a match only according to the position of the GPS receiver, the vehicle position and vehicle behavior near the time. Compared with the entire route, it is a local path matching. For probe vehicle trajectories, the sampling interval is too large and there is a poor correlation between adjacent sampling points, so it cannot make the GPS noise correct through the historical position. At the same time, GPS points of each sample are affected by the noise, so the path matching using local point alone is likely to match the wrong road, eventually it will lead to the whole trajectory matching to the wrong path. The literature (Sinn, 2001) proposed method of trajectory point fuzzy matching. To a certain extent, it can reduce the influence of noise, but still select in the local optimal path. From the perspective of information fusion (Sotirls, 2005) , For offline maps match like probe vehicle track matching (Pereiraf, 2009) , it can also examine the position information of all the sampling points on the track. Between these different sampling points, there can be some behavior such as access, limited access time. Therefore, it can be considered the overall trajectory of probe vehicle, and make the optimal trajectory of global matching. Based on the above analysis, it proposes the following float trajectory path matching method based on spatial semantic features. 1) Each track is regarded as a proof of information to restore the true path of trajectory.
2) Each trajectory point must be in the scope of the fuzzy matching in the road net.
3) According to a path way to explore, fuzzy matching results for all track points are connected in turn, then get all the possible global matching path. 4) According to the evaluation standards of some space semantic, searching a global optimal matching path in the global matching path. In order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of a selected path, it is present a spatial semantic
with {length, road category changes, turn number, road numbers, track points} to describe the path. So the spatial semantic feature of the path t
THE SPATIAL SEMANTIC FEATURE REDUCTION METHOD BASED ON PROBE VEHICLE TRAJECTORIES
According to the global matching model based on spatial semantic feature and selected spatial semantic feature, it is proposed float trajectory path restoration methods based on spatial semantic features.
Track point path searching
With each float trajectory point as the center, matching all the way within a certain value ( 0 r ). Set the road collection get by an fuzzy match as 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
By using the method in this paper, the path matching reduction experiment is completed by random sampling 300 vehicle acquisition track. In this experiment, the fuzzy matching threshold r0 of track points is 50 meters, the road number threshold S0 is 15. As shown in the experimental results, there are 300 tracks matching complete route. Through visual inspection, there are 269 tracks which are restored ideally, accounting for 89.66%. Figure 3~ 
(c) Figure 5 The overall view and a partial enlarged view by tracks5 matching
CONCLUSION
For the spatial semantic analysis problem in probe vehicle track data mining, this paper describes the main problem when the traditional navigation electronic map matching method is used for probe vehicle track map matching. And it puts forward the probe vehicle trajectories matching technology based on spatial semantic features. Through the actual data, the method presented in this paper is verified by experiment. Experiments show that matching method proposed in this paper gets a better match, and restores the real path float trajectory through.
Since the method proposed in this paper requires all possible paths of the probe vehicle trajectories to make the comparison operator, so as to select the optimal path. The computation and consumption of hardware resources is too large. Thus when the probe vehicle track contains more track points, the performance of the algorithm needs further optimization.
